Dental Decoding: Teeth Speak of Unconscious Suffering
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Teeth provide an accurate picture of family relationships in our Genealogy. We go through various dentitions throughout life and these demonstrate common behaviors in all people.

To recognize them allows us to be in harmony with the moment that we have to live.

The Dr Beyer States that all theoretical-PR approaches actions of the Dental decoding, they are own and that for more than 20 years practices in consultation.

He left his clinical practice in 2002 to devote himself exclusively to the investigation and diffusion of the dental decoding crossing the countries in the world, giving interviews, conferences, workshops and seminars. Tempt edited 9 books (three of them into Spanish).

Dental decoding: It is a therapeutic tool of self-knowledge through which we can to study and interpret the situations of living suffering and the transgenerational memories that we receive, through caries, fractures, absences and agenesis, dental positions, root morphology, oral, physical or diseases conductuales.

Dental decoding is like a geographic map that will show you the way to go home and those little pebbles are the memories of our suffering, we have to reconnect with them, cross them because behind these one in their Original version.

Why the teeth and not the feet or the ears?

The tooth is unique and has the same embryological origin as the brain, and at the develop, that common origin seems not to have been forgotten, such is so that when one live one thing the other he listens to him and communicates with each other.

That common origin is called neural tube, which is a structure present in the embryo the origin of the central nervous system.

The second common point is that the brain works with electric for the neurons to connect, their connection causes electricity and thanks to the connection of different neurons is how a thought emerges.

The tooth also has electricity because the dental enamel has a physical structure identical to a crystal.

Each tooth is connected to a meridian of acupuncture and transmitted to the brain an electrical information to allow a balance between outside and inside the individual.

It’s the electromagnetic force that holds everything, it’s the one that protects the tooth and keeps it in coherence.

For dental decoding is not real the decay theory product of microbes, we only need a modification of the dental electrical charge and when this happens the crystals of hydroxyl enamel leg move away from each other creating structural flaws in which microbes can enter since the mouth is the site of the body where there is greater bacterial proliferation.